Assessment of Body Balance with the use of a Stabilometric Platform in Early Cerebral Infarction Sufferers
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Abstract

Introduction: The post cerebral infarction condition results in significant functional degradation of the sufferer and reduces their quality of life. This work attempts to assess the balance in early cerebral infarction sufferers with the use of a stabilometric platform.

Material and methods: The examination covered a group of 30 patients with hemiparesis in 3 months from the cerebral infarction. Each patient was assessed by testing on the ALFA stabilometric platform.

Results: A statistically significant difference was found in the examined group of patients between the healthy limb load (56%) and the paretic limb load (44%) (p<0.001). A clearly defined negative relationship was found between the patient’s age and stability (p<0.05; r=-0.4), where stability is reduced when the age increases.

Conclusion: One of the effects of cerebral infarction is postural instability and difficulty in maintenance of erect position, where both are related to the disturbance of the body scheme. The analysis of the produced results for the loading difference between the healthy and plegic lower limb in sufferers with cerebral infarction has demonstrated that the load of the body increases on the healthy lower limb.

Introduction

Stability is the capacity for actively restoring the typical body posture in space lost due to destabilising factors. The ability to retain the vertical body posture and its stability control is based on a numerous group of reactions acquired during the phylogenetic development and achieved during the ontogenetic process of learning and memorizing the acts of movement. This forms the input for human locomotion activities and defines the mobility of a human being.

Locomotion is coordinated movement of specific body segments that use the interaction of internal and external forces. This mechanism allows maintaining the erect position and movement in space. The basis of locomotion is the action of the nervous, muscular and skeletal system [1].

The vertical body posture requires control, which depends on precise neuromuscular coordination. Here the most critical components include the central processing and coordination of visual information, vestibular system information output and deep sensory information output. A functional disturbance even in one of these centres will result in body posture stability disorders and loss of balance [2-4].

The most oppressive symptoms of apoplexy to its sufferers are the disturbance of limb mobility, usually in the form of paresis or paralysis, caused by the loss of the central regulation of muscular spindle irritability and the functional balance between the flexors and extensors. The severity and manifestation of apoplexy determine the capacity of maintaining body balance and proper gait.

The capacity to counter gravity is a necessary condition of every body movement. The CNS must anticipate, correct and secure each move. Hence balance disorders have the largest negative impact on the efficiency of rehabilitation from apoplexy. The balance reactions are caused with the help of positive and negative feedback mechanisms, which control motor behaviour within the CNS. Damage to the somatic system results in dissociation of the motor responses, especially those which monitor the muscular tension, which in turn gives disturbance in stability perception [5]. The loss of sensory and proprioceptive stimuli on the side opposite to the apoplectic focus removes the sensory stimulus primary component from the feedback, disrupts the spatial planning and assessment, which grade the muscular tone in programming, and this makes difficult to initiate postural adjustment. The limb movements on the healthy side of the body can be initiated and completed, but since the balance-restoring reactions and defence reflexes occur only on that side, the sufferer tips their body to the apoplectic side. This often results from additional muscular tone increase, or even from pushing oneself with the healthy leg in an attempt to restore balance.

The paresis of limbs (i.e. reduction of motor performance on the side opposite to the ischaemic focus) results in postural disorders, disturbed symmetry and disturbed body weight distribution, which turns into the disturbance of the gait pattern. Loss of dynamic balance may cause the patient to fall and suffer injuries, which are often the underlying cause for abandoning the rehabilitation [6,7].

Postural instability and difficulties in vertical posture retention in post stroke sufferers are related to the body scheme disorder (i.e. hemispatial neglect)-and occur especially in damage of the non-dominant brain hemisphere-and spatial vision disorders (somatognosia); they are also related to the coordination of movements. Following a stroke, the patient may easily "forget" that the paretic body side exists; this is caused by the loss of dermal sensitivity or the sense of touch and the lack of sufficient signals for the brain. This leads to the loss of sense of stability [8].

The subject of this work was undertaken to evaluate by testing what the magnitude of balance disorders is as caused by hemiparesis in post stroke suffers.

Conclusion: A statistically significant difference was found between the patient’s age and stability (p<0.05; r=-0.4), where stability is reduced when the age increases.
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stroke patients.

**Material and Methods**

The examination was carried out on 30 patients of both sexes undergoing treatment at the Neurological and Apoplectic Treatment Units and the Early Neurological Rehabilitation Unit of the St. Mary Provincial Specialised Care Hospital in Częstochowa, Poland (Polish: Wojewódzki Szpital Specjalistyczny im. Najświętszej Maryi Panny). The examined group included 15 males and 15 females aged from 25 to 78 years. 16 patients from the group (10 females and 6 males) had been diagnosed with left sided hemiparesis, whereas the remaining 14 patients (5 females and 9 males) had been diagnosed with right sided hemiparesis. The cerebral stroke had been diagnosed with historic data and neurological examination and proven by CT scans (Table 1).

Examination group criteria of inclusion:

- The post cerebral infarction condition must be proven by imaging
- The maximum time from infarction shall be 3 months
- The patient was fully fit prior to the infarction
- The first cerebral infarction is located in a brain hemisphere
- The patient must have a hemiparesis
- The logical contact must be sufficient to facilitate examination
- The patient shall be capable of assuming a vertical body posture and maintaining dynamic balance

Examination group criteria of exclusion:

- The time from infarction is over 3 months
- Restricted mobility of the lower limbs caused by pain, degenerative diseases, or various levels of LL amputation
- Inability to assume and maintain a vertical body posture for a min. of 1 minute

An ALFA stabilometric platform was used to examine the patients. The examination tests were carried out two hours after a meal, and the testing environment was a gym room. Each patient wore a loose, non-restrictive garment (a T-shirt and sweatpants).

**Alfa stabilometric platform**

Each patient stepped on the platform and assumed a position at which the centres of the lateral ankles were aligned with the red line on the platform deck. The patient’s position was then read as follows:

- The position of the heels was read from two reference grids, each for the left and right foot on the deck (with the calcaneal tuber position input to the ALFA processing software);
- The angular alignment, being the angle between the inner extremity of the foot and the sagittal plane, was read on the scale located in the upper part of the platform.

Each patient stepped barefooted on the platform deck and assumed a relaxed vertical stance (with the legs straight in the knee joints and the arms loose down along the torso). Each patient gazed forward during the examination (without seeing the on-screen results). Each test would begin in 3 seconds from assuming a motionless vertical posture; the test start was preceded by a countdown displayed on a screen and began on a sound cue. The stabilometric platform deck features strain gauges which were used to record the translation of the centre of gravity projection (COP). The translation values were recorded in a computer system and displayed on a computer screen. Each test took 30 minutes to complete.

**Results**

The stabilometric platform test results subject to subsequent analysis included these parameters:

- The load distribution between the paretic side leg and the healthy side leg;
- The COP deflection (path length), being the measure of stability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statystyki opisowe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zmienna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Characteristic of experimental group.

The Student’s t-test analysis of the examination results for the load differential between the healthy LL and the paretic LL demonstrated a significantly higher load on the healthy LL (p<0.001). The healthy LL load amounted to 56%, whereas the test subjects would load the paretic LL at 44%. The results are shown in Figure 1.

**Discussion**

Functional deficiencies caused by cerebral stroke are among the greatest challenges of modern rehabilitation. How challenging the rehabilitation of post-stroke sufferers can be is proven by the staggering number of clinical works and specialised methods and therapies in kinesitherapy and physiotherapy which stem from various therapeutic concepts [9-11]. A proper, early and thorough deployment of a rehabilitation regime increases short-term survivability, while improving the functional locomotor capacity of the body. This has been stressed by the American researchers under the Protocol for the Locomotor Experience Applied Post-Stroke (LEAPS) [12].

Numerous research works have enabled a deeper insight into the
action control, where integration of information is missing. This
movement activities are regularly undertaken, their area of cortex
constantly reshaped by physical activity of the body. When complex
movement activities are regularly undertaken, their area of cortex
representation becomes larger.

Neural system disorders include the disturbance of voluntary
action control, where integration of information is missing. This
results in disturbance or absence of control over the body posture
in space. In order to spatially balance the body, the centre of gravity
is projected over a tetragonal support; an excessive deflection of the
COP may result in swaying and, as a consequence, falling down.
Balance retention is the ability to maintain the body COG (centre of
gravity) over a defined support field [13].

As for the load relief asymmetry, De Haart et al. [14] have found
that the COP deflection from the median is 10% in favour of the
non-paretic LL. Other investigations into the load distribution have
also proven that the paretic LL carries only approximately 40% of
the body weight, which is consistent with the results shown herein. Lately
the authors hereof have assessed the COP movements of each LL in
separation, and the results of that work provide detailed information
about the kinetic adjustment activities of each limb (i.e. the share of
each limb in postural stability retention) [15-17], Wan Assendolk et
al. [15] determined that share of each LL from the torque (turning
moment) of the tarsal joints in both legs. Their conclusion was that
the paretic LL share in balance retention ranges from 11 to 45%.

Research results [18-20] demonstrate an impairment of the feed-
forward balance control required for retaining the balance disturbed
by the patient in cerebral stroke sufferers. An example of this is the
often restriction of the ability to shift the body weight-especially on the
paretic LL. De Haart et al. [21] investigated the capacity of voluntary
body weight shifting in patients who rhythmically moved their body
in a transverse direction at visual feedback cues of their COP. It took
the patients more time to shift the body weight from the non-paretic
LL to the paretic LL than in the opposite direction (4.3 s and 3.5 s,
respectively). Healthy elderly persons would shift their body weight in
both directions within the same time of 2.6 s. Cerebral stroke sufferers
were also found to display lower accuracy of body weight shifting than
the healthy subjects. Other tests revealed that when a patient stood
supporting the body weight on both LLs, they would maximally
restrict the body weight shift in either direction, although shifting
to the non-paretic LL was less impaired. The stroke sufferers could
translate approx. 65% of the body weight on the paretic LL and 65
to 85% on the non-paretic LL, while healthy elderly subjects reached
the body weight shift maximum of approx. 95% in both transverse
directions [22].

The proprietary investigation into the patients revealed there is an
asymmetry in the loading of lower limbs. The healthy side was loaded
by ca. 10% more than the paretic side. The load distribution in healthy
subject was identical on the left and right hand side.

Balance disorder testing is the most accurate with a stabilometric
platform. However, the financial cost of that measuring instrument
reduces the availability and universality of the test method. There
are also a number of restrictions on proper performance of the test.
The pareses, increased spastic tone, sensory disorders or contracture
of periarthritic soft tissues which may be present in stroke sufferers
make the required repeatability level a challenge [23]. Changes in
the patient’s balance retention ability are a major evaluation indicator
in mobility therapies. The improvement in load relief of lower limbs
favours the activation of paretic muscles and levels out the body
weight distribution, which benefits the development of a correct gait
pattern.

Conclusion
The analysis of the examination results for the load differential
between the healthy LL and the paretic LL demonstrated a higher load
on the healthy LL.

There is a clear negative relationship between age and stability.
Stability is reduced with ageing.
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